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Weller wlc100 40-watt soldering station price

This product has been replaced: Solder station Weller's WLC100 is a versatile 5 watt and 40 watt soldering station perfect for enthusiasts, diyers and students. The WLC100 runs at 120 V and has a continuous selector that provides adjustable power control for the soldering station. The included 40 watt
pencil soldering iron is lightweight with a padded foam handle and a replaceable, iron-coated copper ST3 tip. The soldering iron can even be removed for your on-the-go soldering needs! In addition, the appliance comes with a soldering station with a protective iron holder and a natural sponge tip cleaning
pad. If you're looking for a good mid-range soldering iron without breaking the bank, weller WLC100 is the ideal soldering choice! Features: Maximum temperature: 900°F Power: 5W-40W North American 120VAC Soldering station for Hobbyist and DIYer On/Off switch, with power-on indicator light
Adjustable power control built into the station High quality light round pencil iron for rolling tip Up the padded foam handle replaceable heating element Protective iron holder Natural mushroom tip cleaning pad Includes ST3 tip Documents: WLC100 Guide Solder Tutorials Maker Revolution Maker
Revolution celebrates the creation of new equipment and the modification of existing ones - the transition from a consumer buying consumer goods to a significant part in their creation. Maker Revolution puts a strong emphasis on free (... Tags: infographic maker movement poster revolution Accurate
delivery can be calculated on the view cart page (no login required). Products weighing more than 0,5 KG may cost more than shown (e.g. test equipment, machinery, &gt;500 ml of liquids, etc.). We deliver Australia-wide with these options: $3 for Stamped Mail (typically 5-9 working days, not to follow,
only available for selected small items) $6.95 for Standard Post (typically 4-6 working days, tracked) for $9.95 Express Post (typically 1-3 working days, tracked) Pickup - Free! Only in the Newcastle area, 2+ days can last in addition to the above information, only customers living in the Newcastle area
(only after we have informed you of your order that your order is complete) Non-metro addresses in WA, NT, SA &amp; TAS can take 2+ days. Air cannot supply some batteries (such as LiPo). Checkout express post and international methods are not an option if your cart has this type of battery.
International orders - the following prices are for New Zealand and vary in other countries: $11.49 pack and track (3+ days, tracked) $16.50 for Express International (2-5 days, tracked) If you order a lot of gear, the mailing amount will increase depending on the weight of your order. Your physical address
(here's a pdf with other key business information): Unit 18, 132 Garden Grove ParadeAdamstownNSW, 2289Australia Take a customer service page if you have other questions, such as whether we place purchase orders (yes!) or whether prices are included with GST (yes they are!). We're here to help-
contact us to talk about the deal. The image is not irresponsible pour la couleurÂ : The Weller WLC100 soldering station is designed for applications that require more control than a standard soldering gun provides, and has fast temperature heating with adjustable power control of up to 40 watts. It has a
soldering pen safety holder, an air sensor power switch and an iron-coated copper soldering tip. This soldering command is intelligently designed to minimize user fatigue. Electronic soldering iron set This product does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll look into it. The Weller WLC100 soldering
station is designed for applications that require more control than a standard soldering gun offers, with fast temperature heating, with adjustable power control of up to 40 watts. It has a soldering pen safety holder, an air sensor power switch and an iron-coated copper soldering tip. This soldering
command is intelligently designed to minimize user fatigue. Electric soldering iron kitAdd Both to CartTT This product does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll look into it. 1/1 found this useful: I'm not a big fan of this soldering iron mainly because of the seemingly incredibly uneven heat distribution
of the tip. Even after the swerever and cleaning, the tip appears to be very temperamental, which can be frustrating when drinking several parts. It is possible that it is a user error, but I have had no problems with soldering iron at work. ☹️ ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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